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 CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In order to provide additional information about this present study, the 

researcher presents some theoretical overviews to emphasize the readers’ 

comprehension. In this chapter, the researcher explains about writing, teaching 

writing in EFL, definition of media, types of media, picture, teaching writing 

through pictorial story, advantages of teaching writing using pictorial story, the 

procedure of implementation pictorial story and review of related studies. Those 

points are discussed clearly below.   

2.1 Media 

In the process of language acquisition, the foreign learners require good 

and interesting media. An interesting medium used in the teaching and learning 

process would keeps students focus on the process of learning. According to Rao 

(2014:142), teaching language using medium makes the learning of language 

process better and enhances student ability in understanding the language. It is 

known that media assist students in understanding the materials in process of 

teaching and learning. Media are defined  as an information, communication tool, 

and facility for learners in learning process. Fitriani (2009:1) asserts that media 

are any person, material, or event that help students to gain knowledge. In 

addition, Pratiwi (2012:19) states that media are any devices that assist an 

instructor to transmit the learners’ facts, skills, attitudes, or additionally usage 

materials and it simplifies the learning process either for the teacher or students. It 
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is clear by using media to deliver the materials will ease the teacher and students 

in teaching and learning process.  

Based of the statements above, it might be concluded that media especially 

in teaching and learning process are tools that is used to deliver information or 

material. It is also used by the teacher to create students’ understanding and 

interest. 

2.2 Types of Media 

  According to Munadi (2010:55), media are divided into several points. 

Based on the sense, media are categorized as follow: 

1. Visual media: a medium that shows ideas, facts or information through words, 

sentences, number or picture. The sense which involves to this media are 

sense of sigh.  

 Various of visual media :  

Printed – verbal media : visual media which contain verbal information 

or such as linguistic information in written form like book and magazine. 

Printed – graphic media  : visual media which contain non – verbal 

information or ideas such as diagram, chart, sketch ,picture, map and 

painting. 

Non – printed visual media : visual media in form of non – verbal in 3D 

such as miniature, specimens and dioramas. 

2. Audio Media : a medium that only shows audio. The sense which involves to 

this media are sense of hearing. Audio media are divided into two based on 

the characteristic of information. 

 Various of audio media : 
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Audio verbal information : Words, Conversation or spoken language. 

Audio non - verbal information : Sound, grumble, vocalizations, like 

murmur, music and etc 

3. Audio visual Media : a medium that transfers ideas, facts or informatin 

whether verbal or non verbal through audio or visual. The sense which 

involves to this media are sigh and hear. Visual information from audio visual 

media might be seen in documentary movie, drama, or movie. 

4. Multimedia : a medium which engages with several senses of human in 

teaching and learning process. Everything that give experience in direct or 

through computer or internet are belonging to this media. 

2.3 Picture  

Picture is a visual media that help teachers in teaching and learning 

process. Picture has believed as the useful media because students might visualize 

object of materials study and experience with new environment in teaching and 

learning process. According to Susilan (2009:14) visual media make students to 

be more understanding and interesting in learning because it is colorful. Wright 

(1990:17), states picture is able to make students pay more attention in teaching 

process and make them more active. According to Sholihah (2009:21), picture 

might be in sketches, drafts, graphs, comic, poster, cartoon, board drawing, and 

picture in newspapers, magazines, posters, family photograph, calendars, wall 

chart, Slides, and diagrams. In accordance, Harmer (2004:134) divides picture 

into several categories, which are: 

1. flashcard: smallish card which we might hold up; 

2. large wall picture: big enough for everyone to see; 
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3. cue card: small cards use in pair; 

4. photograph / illustration: typically in textbook; 

5. drawn picture; and 

6. project slide 

In summary, picture as a medium helps both teacher and student in teaching and 

learning process. The use of picture gives students new experience during 

teaching and learning process. Students will be interest and focus in materials. 

Therefore, the aims of study are achieved.  

2.4 Teaching Writing through Pictorial Story 

 In order to achieve the objective of learning process, teacher should find 

better ways to teach students. According to Leny (2006), pictures are various of 

instructional media which might be useful for developing motivation towards 

English and reinforcing writing skills. She also states that the uses of picture are 

more effective and efficient because picture is memorable than words. Moreover, 

Harmer (2004:134) claims teacher always use picture or visual things such as 

flashcard, cue card or photograph to facilitate the learning process. As result, 

English teachers perceive using visual materials such as pictures, real objects in 

teaching new words make enjoyable and memorable learning process.  

 Pictorial story is a combination between picture and text in teaching 

English. The pictorial story comprises of different pictures and combines with text 

as a clue sentence. The pictorial story consists of illustrate story but incomplete 

yet. In the process of using pictorial story, the teachers would like to give the 

students a pictorial story and ask them to observe the pictorial story. In this case, 

students need to complete the story using their own sentences. The aim of clue 
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sentence as a trigger to students, therefore, students can raise their ideas while 

completing the material. The sentences will represent the idea or information 

about the picture.  

2.5 Advantages of Teaching Writing using Picture. 

 According Sadiman (2010:29), the advantages of using picture as media in 

teaching and learning process are : 

1. Picture shows the ideas, information or materials to be more realistic than 

audio media. 

2. Picture is probable to limit the time and distance. Picture shows learner’s 

materials without travel to the place. 

3.  Picture are able to cope human limatation over details.  

4. Picture is an easy, simple and cheap media. The preparation of picture do not 

need a special tool because picture might be easily found in everywhere such 

as magazine, poster or newspaper.  

In line with that idea, Wright (1990:2) states that picture contributes to attract 

students’ interest and motivation. He also emphasizes that picture is a specific 

reference point or stimulation for students and it is easy to organize. In addition, 

Munadi (2010:89) states that picture is an important visual media and simple to 

create it. The importance of picture comes out because picture is able to cope 

humans limitation over observation, replace the verbal and assist the students to 

catch up ideas easily. 

2.6 The Procedure of Implementation of Pictorial Story 

Teaching writing by using pictorial story has several procedure. The 

following procedure will be stated as follow : 
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1. The teacher stimulates students’ background knowledge by asking some 

questions related to the material which are going to taught by teacher. 

2. The teacher introduces the text that will be taught to the students. The teacher 

also explains about the topic that has been choosen. 

3. Further, the teacher gives some example about the text that will be taught, 

explained the generic structure and the language features of text to the 

students. 

4. The teacher asks students to read the text. Then, the teacher leads them to 

discuss about what the text tells about and the generic structure of the text.   

5. The teacher leads them to discuss together about that questions in order to 

raise students’ motivation in learning. 

6. Afterwards, the teacher gives some examples of pictorial story to the 

students.  

7. The teacher explains the use of the pictorial story and teaches how to write 

the text using pictorial story to the students.  

8.   Afther that, the teacher gives the students chance to ask about the pictorial 

story. 

9.  Lastly, the teacher asks the students to make a text by using the pictorial story 

with the certain topic that has been choosen .   

10. In order to close the teaching and learning process, the teacher asks to the 

students about the difficulties in produce written text by using pictorial story 

and makes summary about writing text using pictorial story. 
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2.7 Related Studies 

 There are some studies which are relevant with this study. Firstly, a study 

which was conducted by Sholihah (2009:12), entitles “Teaching English 

Vocabulary Using Pictures to the Fifth Grade Students of SDN Tugu Jebres 

No.120, Surakarta”. The objectives of this study focused on describing the process 

of teaching English and the influence of teaching vocabulary through pictures. 

The data were obtained from class activities and observation. The result revealed 

that there were positive effects of using pictures in teaching English vocabulary. 

The contributions of implementing pictures series were improving students’ 

motivation, attracting students’ attention, assisting students to enjoy the learning 

activities. Therefore, teaching vocabulary by using picture had positive effect 

toward students. 

 Another study was conducted by Gutiérrez (2015:45), which entitles 

“Using Pictures Series Technique to Enhance Narrative Writing among Ninth 

Grade Students at Institución Educativa Simón Araujo”. The aim of this study 

focused on determining whether picture series technique might enhance the 

students’ narrative writing skill in a group of ninth graders in A2 (CEFR) English 

proficiency level. The design of that study was experimental study. The data were 

obtained through pre-test and post-test with control and experimental group. Then, 

the data were calculated by using a scoring rubric. The result was presented by 

descriptive statistics (mean), which indicated the significant improvement of 

students’ narrative writing among the groups. The students who were taught by 

using picture series gained better achievement comparing who were not. In 
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conclusion, implementation picture series improved the students’ writing skills, in 

terms of transition area or logical sequence and ideas exposure. 

 Following that, researcher interests to conduct research on the topic of 

intervention of pictorial story to enhance students writing achievement. The 

researcher decides to investigate whether or not the use of pictorial story improves 

students’ writing achievement. The similarity of this study among two researches 

above is using picture as media in teaching English. However, in this research the 

picture is modified to be different. The picture is modified by adding a clue 

sentence. Therefore, the result of this study might be useful for teacher who finds 

a better media in teaching writing. 

 As a result, this chapter has highlighted the review of related literatures 

which are writing, teaching writing in EFL, definition of media, types of media, 

picture, teaching writing through pictorial story, advantages teaching writing 

using pictorial story, the procedure of implementation pictorial story and review 

of related studies. The following section will discuss about the research 

methodology, which is used in this study. 


